Intelligent Decision Support
Train Scheduling - Australian Rail Track Corporation
This case study documents a Proof of Concept (POC)
performed by Opturion for the Australian Rail Track
Corporation (ARTC). The POC consisted of modelling a
rail network and scheduling a mix of coal, freight and

Optimisation

passenger trains through the network.

The Opturion optimisation platform uses technology
based on Artificial Intelligence and Constraint

The aim was to demonstrate Opturion’s train

Programming. It has certain advantages over more

scheduling ability in both a forward planning mode and

traditional technologies that suit this type of application.

an on-the-day replanning mode to deal with disruptions.

In particular:
It has a focus on feasibility before optimality: this

Background
For this POC, we modelled a rail line consisting of a
single track trunk line, a number of spur lines to
different coal mines and to the port, and a number of
passing loops that correspond to passenger train
stations. More specifically, there were 3 mines (linked to
the trunk line by double-track spur lines) and 7 train
stations with a passing loop. The mines link into the

means it will produce a workable plan quickly, and
then tries to improve on its quality. This is a
necessary feature to enable quick re-optimisation in
case of disruptions.
It is highly suitable to deal with sequencing and
binary decision making (e.g. either train A or train B
gets to pass first) - a type of decision making that
traditional technology struggles with.

network at various points.

Constraints
The following constraints were in place:
At most 1 train per track segment at any time (so no
'in-cab signalling')
The aim was to model the operation of a set of coal
trains, which perform a number of coal services (trips
from the mine to the port), mixed with a number of

Varying segment traversal times by train type:
passenger, freight, loaded coal train, empty coal
train

time-tabled passenger services, and freight services for

Minimum 'headway' at stations

which there is a time window on either end of the

Loading time at the mine, minimum gap between

network.
https://www.opturion.com/

trains, and similar at the port
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Intelligent Decision Support
Disruption Handling
One of the goals of the POC was to demonstrate the
ability to handle disruptions, such as temporary speed
restrictions, delays, or track segments being temporarily
unavailable. We did this by taking the 'current situation'
as a starting point and performing a re-optimisation.

Train Schedule Optimisation
The train schedule creates a time-table for all trains in
the network, in particular the times each train enters

Our technology supports a ‘hot start’ re-optimisation
where a previous plan is used as a starting position.
This means we can get a new plan out quickly.

and leaves a track segment. The main decisions were

Outputs

around which train waits for another train at passing

Outputs of the optimiser take the form of detailed time

loops, and also the allocation of 'services' onto the

tables and allocation of rolling stock to 'services'. The

rolling stock. Regarding the latter, we were given an

raw outputs can be visualised as train graphs etc.

empty coal train that does not necessarily need to
return to the mine it came from. The scheduler works
with the following inputs:
A list of train types, e.g. passenger, freight, empty
coal, loaded coal.
A list of available rolling stock and initial position.
A list of rail segments forming the rail network,
including speed restrictions or estimated traversal
times per train type.
A list of train services, with rail segments, traversed
(including alternative paths if applicable),
constraints on departure and arrival times.
A list of exceptions, such as outages or timedependent speed restrictions.
The schedule was optimised with respect to one or

Further Information
Please contact Opturion for a demonstration, or give us
some data that we can use to identify potential benefits.
Email: info@opturion.com

more criteria. In this case, we were looking at:
Minimising delay to time-tabled services (in
particular, in case of disruption this may be

https://www.opturion.com/

Maximising throughput.

Address: Opturion Pty Ltd
Level 1, 18 Kavanagh Street,
Southbank, Melbourne
VIC, 3006 Australia.

Minimising 'makespan', i.e. the time between arrival

@opturion

inevitable).

and departure.
https://www.opturion.com/
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